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1.0 Importance of Highway Drainage
In recent decades, the importance of highway drainage has become more apparent, with an
increased frequency in severe flooding events and its impact on other highway infrastructure
assets. Highway drainage is a key contributor to supporting network resilience and allowing
people, goods and services to move freely around the network.
The Highways Act 1980 empowers highway authorities to construct and maintain highway
drainage systems to remove surface water from the highway. More recently, the Flood and
Water Management Act 2010 gives local authorities a role for the management of local flood
risk.
One of the major challenges for Gateshead Council (GC) in managing highway drainage and
local flood risk has been defining the asset. Often the location and condition of highway
drainage assets are unknown and this often leads to a lack of investment and reduces GC’s
ability to target maintenance effectively.
GC has recently invested in new technologies, data collection and information systems that will
support the effective management of the highway drainage asset. In this strategy we set out
the approach to utilise data and systems to align with current best practice in asset
management for highway drainage, including the UK Roads Liaison Group’s ‘Well-Managed
Highways: A Code of Practice’ (CoP) and the Highways Maintenance Efficiency Programme
(HMEP) ‘Guidance on the Management of Highway Drainage Assets’.
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2.0 Objectives of the Strategy
2.1 Gateshead Council Objectives
The Gateshead Highway Asset Management Policy establishes the GC’s commitment to
establish highway asset management at the core to its service. This approach aligns with the
overarching highway asset management strategy.
2.2 Highway Drainage Objectives
To deliver the GC priorities and to implement the relevant recommendations from the HMEP
guidance and the CoP, the objectives for highway drainage in Gateshead are as follows:
• follow a risk based approach;
• collect data that supports an informed approach to highway asset management;
• improve highway network resilience;
• promote stakeholder engagement and communication.
These objectives guide the approach to highway drainage asset management in Gateshead
and will focus the delivery of the actions identified in this strategy.
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3.0 Highway Drainage Inventory and Condition
The current inventory of highway drainage assets across Gateshead includes 40,000 road
gullies. In addition to details about the location and specification of these assets, there is now
information collected regarding their condition and silt depths recorded during road gully
cleaning operations conducted since 2016. Observation of silt levels in highway road gullies at
regular inspections provides data to help to focus support and to inform a prioritised cyclical
maintenance approach.
Figure 1 below shows an extract of the road gully silt depths recorded during the road gully
cleaning operations.

Figure 1 - Road gully silt depths
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4.0 Service Delivery
Historically, the approach in Gateshead to repairing and improving highway drainage assets has
been reactive, rather than proactive.
We are shifting our focus to proactively maintain our highway drainage asset and to deliver a
highway drainage service that follows a risk-based approach, in accordance with the (CoP).
This will ensure the controlled removal of water from the carriageway to allow safe passage and
promote network resilience.
To achieve an efficient and effective highway drainage service we will deliver the following:
• maintain the highway drainage asset to a condition in which it remains functional for draining
the highway;
• design, construct and maintain highway drainage assets to meet current and future needs in
a changing environment while making effective use of limited budgets;
• prioritise our maintenance activities based on the areas of the network in most need of
maintenance.

4.1 Future Delivery
The principles of asset management are now at the core of highway service delivery, with a
focus on outcome delivery and performance. The highway drainage strategy accommodates
the limited understanding of asset condition, whilst meeting the requirements set out in the
current drainage guidance and new COP, following the principle of a risk based approach.
The two elements of efficiency and effectiveness must be balanced appropriately to ensure the
effective use of limited budgets available to GC.
Previously the aim has been to clean all road gullies annually typically only half of the road
gullies were visited in a single year. To address this issue, we will adopt a targeted approach
that prioritises maintenance activities and road gully cleaning activities on the areas of the
network that results in the most network disruption caused by flooding. The resilient network
identifies these sensitive routes and we will target maintenance and road gully cleaning
activities on the resilient network as our first priority, together with the previous flood locations.
We will then reduce the frequency based on the network hierarchy.
We will target our road gully cleansing teams to areas where the road gullies need cleansing
more often, rather than aiming to clean all gullies on the network annually. By applying a risk
factor to our road gullies based on flood risk and network importance we will be able to prioritise
which road gullies must be repaired first when a problem is reported. Table 1 lists the network
prioritisation.
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Network Hierarchy

Frequency (months)

Resilient network

6

Critical locations – pinch points (flooding hot spots)

6

Other main and secondary distributors

12

Other local roads

24

Table 1 - Proposed road gully cleaning frequency
4.2 Data and Systems
It is recognised that effective asset management planning and decision making relies on the
appropriate data being available to those who need it and for that data to be reliable and
accurate.
We have worked with external software providers to build a data management system to store
and analyse our current road drainage inventory and condition information. We will continue to
develop this system further by mapping known areas at risk of flooding (hot spots) which will
focus maintenance activities together with the other network hierarchy priorities. The
development of this system will ensure that we address the causes of failing highway drainage
assets rather than the symptoms.
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5.0 Forward Planning
Our asset management policy is committed to asset management best practice. To align with
this, we will continue to build upon our drainage inventory register, prioritising the resilient
network and areas at risk of local flooding. We will continue to update current inventory and
condition collection programmes. This will improve the performance of the asset and set the
foundations in place for future programmes to prioritise maintenance effectively and efficiently.

5.1 Funding
We will be improving our knowledge of drainage infrastructure across the borough to develop
capital schemes where deemed appropriate. These schemes will demonstrate evidence based
decisions on drainage improvements, enabling us to bid for capital funding (such as the
Department for Transport (DfT) Challenge Fund) and to meet the requirements within the
recommendations in the new CoP. We will consider bids based on new information as it
becomes available.
The CoP recommendations action plan is detailed in appendix 1.
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Appendix 1 - The HMEP Recommendations Action Plan 2018 – 2020
The HMEP is a sector-led transformation initiative sponsored by the DfT to maximise returns
and to deliver efficiencies in highway maintenance services. HMEP has provided a toolkit and
supporting documentation with twelve key recommendations to deliver efficiency and best
practice asset management in the highway drainage sector.

HMEP Recommendation

Gateshead Council Response

Timescale

1

Adopt highway drainage asset
management strategies based
on information held to
effectively use limited
resources

Operational strategy
commenced with data and
inventory collection completed
and now being used to
determine routes and repairs.

Strategy to be
formally adopted
in 2018 as part of
the new GC
HAMP

2

Understand new obligations
and responsibilities

GC adopted a flood risk
management strategy in 2017
detailing all new responsibilities
as a lead local flood authority.

Completed

3

Carefully select highway
drainage asset survey
equipment

The InTouch SmartWater road
gully maintenance record
system was observed and
trialled prior to its selection by
GC.

Completed

4

Utilise in-house specialisms in
procurement and ICT selection
of highway drainage
management system

The system was purchased
under GC’s procurement and
commissioning protocols with
specialist support and advice
from the in-house ICT team.

Completed

5

Link systems to maintenance
activities focus future activities
and improvements

Works orders placed through
the Mayrise ICT system link all
activities together.

Completed

6

Use highway asset data to
support and inform
maintenance activities

Inventory data collected
throughout 2016/7 and added to
new InTouch SmartWater
system. Data now being used
to allocate resource.

Ongoing
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HMEP Recommendation

Gateshead Council Response

Timescale

7

Form partnerships with
relevant bodies to address
water management and
cooperate in service delivery

A formal partnership exists with
Northumbrian Water and the
Environment Agency: joint
schemes are carried out.

Completed

8

Highway drainage data should
be shared between owners
and stakeholders

Data sharing arrangements exist
between the key stakeholders
as part of the partnership.

Completed

9

Develop a clear understanding
of the demand or service
delivery level for the highway
drainage asset

The first year of data is
available, demonstrating silt
depths and detailing call-outs
providing a measure of demand
for the service.

Ongoing

10

Utilise local knowledge both
within and outside the
organisation

This is standard practise in any
highway drainage investigation.

Completed

11

Allocate funds and resources
to areas of greatest need
utilising gully cleansing records

A programme of key works
informed by flooding incidents
and road gully cleansing records
has commenced to target hot
spots.

Ongoing

12

Look for simple solutions
requiring minimum
administration and
maintenance

GC has used several cost
efficient but effective solutions
such as soakaways and swales
in dealing with flooding hotspots.

Ongoing
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